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RetailPay
RPAY is the most secure hybrid payment gateway in the world, bridging the gap between
fiat and crypto currencies. A platform that enables crypto-based retail payments in the
real world while also authorizing crypto transactions in the Metaverse.
RPAY is a peer-to-peer payment protocol that uses advanced billing models to support
peer-to-peer transactions. The vision is to bring the convenience of virtual payment cards
on the blockchain.
RETAILPAY is a virtual payment gateway that enables users to change their
cryptocurrencies into fiat currency and use it to purchase goods and services.
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About RPAY
RetailPay (RPAY) is a platform that issues dynamic virtual payment cards to allow retail
customers to make crypto-linked purchases. RPAY connects the retail payment network
to the world's largest asset exchanges to provide its users with seamless virtual card
experiences. This payment interface provides on-demand access to 33+ fiat currencies
around the world via RPAY as payment of service.
Users can convert any of the cryptocurrencies by the RPAY platform into the
corresponding legal currency, to carryout online and offline transactions by recharging
the legal currency into the virtual payment card, based on the current market exchange
rate. Users will always have cryptocurrency assets in their wallet accounts, which will be
converted in real-time if they need to make a transaction.
Cross-border payments are notoriously slow. Transactions with cryptocurrency
payments, on the other hand, are almost instantaneous. On average, it takes about 20
seconds to complete a transaction from one end of the world to the other using smart
contracts.
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RPAY Platform
RPAY will build the ability to generate RPAY virtual payment cards. With this feature, a
business model for establishing a global retail payment platform is presented. The RPAY
platform offers wallets for storing user-owned cryptocurrencies as well as RetailPay
Tokens.
Furthermore, the RPAY platform offers rewards for every purchase made through the
RPAY platform. These rewards are given to the user in the form of RPAY tokens.
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RPAY Virtual Payments – Purchases
The RPAY platform will be accompanied with a digital wallet. When a user wishes to
make a retail purchase, they can convert their crypto currencies from wallets to RPAY
virtual payment cards right away or store them in RPAY digital wallets for future use.
RPAY's core feature allows consumers to make instant purchases as well as online
purchases. Users should be able to pay for their daily requirements with cryptocurrency.
RPAY makes this a reality by allowing all transactions to take place swiftly and securely.
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RPAY Virtual Payments – Metaverse
Blockchain technology (and cryptocurrency) transforms the Metaverse into an
interoperable system in which users can obtain digital ownership certificates, collect
digital assets (such as NFTs), conduct authorized crypto transactions, and so on.
Essentially, it requires custom blockchains that can interact with each other and bring
interoperability. between-technology-and-reality.

This is why, a few months ago, the CEO of a major social media company revealed his
ambitious plan to build his own Metaverse. Concerned about the social media giant's
future, he stated that creating a metaverse could help them go far beyond its current
RPAY
Platformbecause the Metaverse is essentially
scope, which is creating social apps.
Furthermore,
a collection of virtual projects, it necessitates custom blockchains that can interact with
one another and provide interoperability.
RPAY fills this void as it is a blockchain-based open payment and settlement system
designed to meet the needs of Metaverse users for fast and secure peer-to-peer
payments.
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RPAY Token
The primary goal of RPAY tokens is to ease the retail sector purchases with
cryptocurrency. When a user makes purchases using RPAY, they save money on
transaction costs and get additional rewards.
The RPAY team will work to integrate retail sectors and RPAY tokens. As a result, users
will be able to make any retail purchase directly using RPAY tokens, avoiding all
conversion fees. This can be accomplished by connecting the crypto exchange, local
currency exchange, and retail sectors via the RPAY payment gateway. The same applies
for Metaverse payments
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RPAY Payment Gateway
The built-in payment gateway of RPAY converts RPAY tokens or any other user-owned
cryptocurrency to a local currency RPAY virtual payment card. RPAY will accomplish this
secure conversion by connecting to global currency exchanges and global cryptocurrency
exchanges.
Users will be able to add their RPAY virtual payment card to their Apple Pay, Samsung
Pay, and Google Pay wallets on their smart phones. With this feature, RPAY enables a
simple method of payment at the point of sale or during retail shopping and connects
virtual assets and physical goods.

RPAY Payment Gateway
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Security
Most of the data generated within the RPAY platform is recorded on the blockchain. In the
case of large data that is difficult to be recorded, it is hashed with a hash value and
recorded on the blockchain. Since the data recorded on the blockchain cannot be falsified,
it is evaluated as the most reliable data.
Data generated through the occurrence of payment transactions is recorded on the
blockchain, except personal information.
All the transactions made in RPAY API are tied with Multi-factor authentication to provide
more secure access to the user.

RPAY Vision
To integrate all the retail sectors with one RetailPay token (RPAY) payment method and
simplify the retail purchases with crypto and fiat currencies.
Our main goal is to eliminate centralized fiat currencies and empower people with the
flexibility to shop using their crypto currencies. RPAY will enable users to buy coffee at
their favorite coffee shop, fill up their petrol tank at the nearest gas station, purchase a
bus ticket, or pay for a video download.
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RPAY RoadMap
Q3
2021
Idea / Project Conception
Product Research
Proving Concept Viability
Strategic Plan
Partner / Marketing
Outreach
Team Building

Q4
2021
Website Launch
Project Launched to Public
Partnerships
Marketing - Phase 1
Listing on Coingecko
Listing on Coinmarketcap
RetailPay Sale
Development of RetailPay
Payment Platform

Q1
2022
Beta release of RetailPay
Payment platform
Marketing - Phase 2
Partnerships
Audit, Certik audit

Q3
2022

Q2
2022
V2 Beta release of RetailPay
Payment
Marketing - Phase 3
Partnership with retail stores
Performance and security
testing
Launching on major and minor
exchanges
Brand Building / Awareness

Retailpay payment
Gateway live
Product Marketing
Partnerships
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RPAY Tockenomics
Public Sale

12%

8,400,000,000

Partnership & Ecosystem collaboration

10%

7,000,000,000

Team allocation

06%

4,200,000,000

Marketing

10%

7,000,000,000

Airdrop and Bounty

04%

2,800,000,000

Operations

08%

5,600,000,000

Liquidity

10%

7,000,000,000

Locked

33%

23,100,000,000

Burn

07%

4,900,000,000

Burn 7% 4,900,000,000

Public Sale 12%
8,400,000,000
Partnership & Ecosystem
collaboration 10%
7,000,000,000

Locked 33% 23,100,000,000

Team allocation 6%
4,200,000,000
Marketing 10%
7,000,000,000
Airdrop and Bounty 4%
2,800,000,000

Liquidity 10% 7,000,000,000

Operations 8% 5,600,000,000
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RPAY Services
RPAY provides additional services that push the boundaries of blockchain technology
innovation. We want everyone to be able to use RPAY, whether they are regular
cryptocurrency enthusiasts, everyday merchants and entrepreneurs, or the world's
unbanked.

RetailPay Token Send RPAY by Email :: With RPAY to email address . No
login/account required for sending.
Send RPAY to Web Wallet Username :: With RPAY to Metamask,Trust Wallet
usernames
RPAY Infuze :: With RPAY infuze are services that allows Reddit,
Twitter,Steemit, and Discord users to send RPAY directly to each other.
Send RPAY by phone number -With allows users to send the crypto using
phone number.
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RetailPay(RPAY)

@RPAY

JOIN RPAY TOKEN
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Disclaimers
The purpose of this white paper is to present the Retail Pay token. The information
set forth herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual
relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant, reasonable information to potential
investors and participants for them to determine whether to undertake a more thorough
analysis of the offering.
Nothing in this white paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a
solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is informative in nature only:
It has not been composed in accordance with (nor is subject to) the laws or regulations of any
jurisdiction that may have been designed to protect investors.
The Retail Pay token team expressly disclaims any and all responsibilities for any direct or
consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from:
Reliance on any information contained in this document
Any error, omission, or inaccuracy in any such information
Any action resulting therefrom.
This white paper may contain references to third-party data and industry publications. As far as
Retail Pay is aware, the information reproduced in this white paper is accurate, and that its
estimates and assumptions are reasonable. However, there are no assurances as to the accuracy
or completeness of this information. Although information and data reproduced in this white
paper are believed to have been obtained from reliable sources, we have not independently
verified the information or data from third-party sources referred to in this white paper or
ascertained any underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources. Cryptocurrencies are a
high-risk investment and may not be suitable for all types of investors.
Before purchasing any cryptocurrency, one must ensure that the nature, complexity and risks
inherent in the trading of cryptocurrency are suitable for their objectives. Cryptocurrencies
should not be purchased without understanding the extent of exposure to potential loss.
Cryptocurrency exchange rates have exhibited strong volatility to the date and extent of
exposure to potential loss that could extend to the entire cryptocurrency investment. Many
factors outside the control of Retail Pay token will affect the market price of cryptocurrencies,
including, but not limited to, national and international economic, financial, regulatory, political,
terrorist, military, and other events, adverse or positive news events and publicity, and
generally extreme, uncertain, and volatile market conditions. Extreme changes in price and
ability to sell/exchange may occur at any time.
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